Ford ranger manual transmission hard to shift

The transmission of a car controls the transfer of power from the engine to the driveshaft. Even
a well-maintained gearbox is likely to undergo problems depending on your driving habit,
mileage, and some other related factors. Any repair or replacement of the transmission
components are inconvenient, time-consuming, and requires a handsome amount of money.
So, you should be on alert for unusual activities to detect a glitch at the primary stage. The car
will make a grinding sound during this problem. The signs that the car will show at this time
are:. There are some specific reasons for the manual transmission to behave in that way. The
problem could be the result of a stubborn clutch refusing to disengage. The one way of
checking it is to start the car after engaging the gear and clutch. If the vehicle stumbles forward,
you should take it to a servicing shop. An experienced mechanic should diagnose the clutch
system because it indicates that the hydraulic clutch not putting any pressure on the pressure
plate. Be careful not to do the clutch testing in a busy area. The car will lurch forward suddenly
when you turn on the engine. So, choose a vacant place where there is no chance to hit
anything or anybody. A stubborn clutch is a symptom of this problem. The components in
modern manual transmission are always in motion even when the gears are in neutral. If there is
no lubricant in the gearbox, you could have done major damage to the engine and gearbox
components by running the car. You could end up with an expensive repair and even
replacement of the whole transmission system. The best way to stay away from transmission
problems is to follow the recommended maintenance schedule and regular checkup
procedures. A well-maintained transmission will perform better and have a longer lifespan.
Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair shop at
downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his sharing posts. Could my
clutch shifting while not running but hard shifting while running be from the clutch not being
bled off properly? What is the reason of in the top gear automatic shift on nutral and than
engage position? I cannot get my car to change gears while engine is running, but no problems
changing gears when car is not running. Have you found any solution? Just happened my car
yesterday, same issue. So did you find solution Jeff? I have a 96 dodge 5 speed tranny and it
wont engage any gear when on i can out it in gear when on and pop the clutch and it wont lunge
forward any takers on the problem? I have to rev up to allow it to engage. I have a ford f custom
with a 4 speed manual, straight 6 motor. My truck one day stopped letting me change gear and it
made a grinding noise. We changed the master cylinder and the hose between the two also. It
still makes the Same noise. We bled it lots of times and got the air out. But when it is turned off
it does it fine. I bought a brand new slave sylinder and bleed it hopefully the right way and still
spent work. I started the car in first , jumped a little bit but was fine when running. I have a
cobalt ss 2. I turned on the car while on gear and the only thing it does is just grind. Hi can
some please help me, I am beside myself and have spent too much money with any resolve for
my Hyundai Getz. My car was giving issues with the clutch. Especially when hot and in use the
gears would it take and then the clutch pedal would be too hard. I had a new clutch kit fitted
after a week the pressure went down in the pedals. I took it back to the mechanic who then said
its the hydraulics, so had a new master cylinder fitted. All this time there was still a violent
vibration when taking off and releasing on the clutch pedal or dropping down gears. One month
later clutch issues again this time refusing to take gear and could not be driven. Sent it to
another mechanic he put another new clutch kit and did a clutch o he and put new plunges. Two
weeks later whilst driving the car and came to a stop street I can feel like the car wants to switch
off. I put it in neutral and it was giving violent jerks and wants to switch off. Pedal still had
pressure but gears wear being sticky. I pumped the clutch pedal just to get a gear selection to
keep it mobile. Now I cannot drive it because it I know it will switch off. All the mechanics that I
took it too do not seem to understand what I am saying and just do a temporary fix and rip me
off. Please can someone share some insight, I would be most grateful. The last mechanic that
worked on it said it sounds like it needs a new slave cylinder. Why would it need that if I just
had both cyclinders changed a few months ago? What are the signs of a slave cylinder giving
issues? What does the car violently jerk and wants to to cut off the ignition? May I ask what
went wrong all of a sudden and how to repair if a damage was caused? Leave A Reply Cancel
Reply. Login with Google. Likes Followers Followers. Import used cars directly from Japan.
Maintenance Tips. By Tsukasa Azuma Last updated Feb 1, Tsukasa Azuma. You might also like
More from author. Prev Next. Chris fountain says 3 years ago. Shailendra says 2 years ago.
Samantha Knox says 2 years ago. Danny Bisatt says 2 years ago. Mine is the same so have to
leave engine running 20 minutes. Jeff says 2 years ago. Bathini says 2 years ago. Manny says 2
years ago. Lee r says 2 years ago. I just had my clutch replaced 1. Hunter G says 2 years ago.
Corey hard says 2 years ago. Phillip says 2 years ago. Tari says 2 years ago. Please, have an
eclipse doing this same thingâ€¦ Any answers? Danilson Carvalho says 2 years ago. Steven
Mongeau says 2 years ago. Luis Batres says 2 years ago. Niro Naicker says 2 years ago.

Dominic N Pantalleresco Malta Europe says 2 years ago. My Nissan Atlas td27 is engaging into
gear 1 but wont drive. What could be the problem. Israel says 2 years ago. Kas says 2 years
ago. Leave A Reply. CFJ Kenya. CFJ Mozambique. CFJ Malawi. CFJ Tanzania. Iwamotocho F,
Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan About Us Corporate Overview. Why Choose Us. Voice of Client. Bank
Accounts. Others How to buy. Glossary of Terms. Shipping Schedule. Recommend me a Car.
Our Certificates. Privacy Policy. Condition of Use. Sign in. Car Review. Welcome, Login to your
account. Forget password? Remember me. Sign in Recover your password. A password will be
e-mailed to you. A vehicle with manual transmission means the driver needs to manually
change the gear by shifting the transmission. The vehicle with this system, no doubt, is
economical in terms of fuel and maintenance , but still manual transmission hard to shift issues
can occur sometimes in the car. With this lacking response issue, it mainly points towards the
clutch or gear system of the car. Transmissions are complicated and constitute many moving
parts. Furthermore, ignoring it for a while can turn it into an expensive transmission repair. So,
here are six major causes explaining why is it hard to shift gears with a manual transmission ,
which can prevent tearing your pocket. The clutch system is the first reason why manual
transmission hard to shift. In simple words, the clutch connects the engine of the vehicle to its
wheels. And, when you press the clutch with the foot, it disconnects the engine. The driver does
this to turn the engine on another speed level while the car rolls free. Moreover, when the
wheels are not moving and the driver wants the engine to keep turning, the clutch comes into
function. The following parts of this system make it operational which mainly causes manual
transmission hard to shift. However, if the fluid in the reservoir rises, when the clutch is down,
and then rises again when the clutch is released, it means the seal has worn out which has
caused internal leaks. This component transfers the hydraulic pressure achieved through the
master cylinder, into the mechanical force to control the clutch fork. But when there is an
abnormal clutch pedal feel, or low or contaminated brake fluid or, leaks on the floor or engine
bay then, these are clearly the symptoms of a bad slave or release cylinder. This part does both,
allows and prevents the transmission from the engine. Within this cover, the clutch plate, the
pressure plate, and a diaphragm spring spin along with the flywheel which creates inertia in
order to engage gears. So, remember to check that the bolts of the clutch cover are not too tight
as it may damage the threads or bolt as well. The release fork pivots on a ball stud inside the
transmission bell housing. The clutch slave cylinder operates the fork, which has the release
bearing attached to it. The release bearing is pressed against the pressure plate diaphragm
when the clutch pedal is pressed. Since the pressure plate is bolted to the flywheel, it is always
turning the same speed as the engine. Without a bearing that can rotate as a release
mechanism, it would be noisy and the component would be short-lived. These components lose
quality due to excessive function and thus, need to be replaced on time in order to avoid
unpleasant sounds while using the system. As the result of the release bearing and fork, you
may have manual transmission hard to shift. However, if you feel clutch drag, then either the
clutch disc is not working properly or is damaged which causes manual transmission hard to
shift. If the teeth of this ring is damaged in some way, it is difficult to shift the transmission. You
can also check for the wear between the blocking ring and the gear using a feeler gauge and
checking the measurement against specifications. This part of the system connects and brings
the main gear into operation with the hub gear. It moves along the direction in which the gear
shifts. However, when the hub sleeve is broken or is tightened excessively then, it causes
manual transmission hard to shift. Being a gear ratio changing system, this internal gear acts as
a bridge between the gears but it cannot turn freely. This component is mainly between the first
and second gear, and behind the third and fourth gear. The gear plays the main role in the
manual transmission. With one small, it accepts the hub sleeve engagement with a
synchronization ring. The poor performance of the vehicle is caused due to the oil in the gear
not changed periodically or, is getting leaked. This may produce a grinding or the squealing
sound on changing the gear, which also makes it difficult to operate. So, changing your
transmission oil regularly is so vital to prevent gear shift hard to move. When manual
transmission is hard to shift, nothing is going to be an easy or affordable fix. If you have low
transmission fluid or gear oil, then that will be the most affordable problem to fix. Check again
the fluid lines, if there is any leak, you need to seal the hold or replace the fluid lines. Since it is
cheaper so it may be more affordable than having to repair or replace the entire transmission.
You should fix the problem at this point. Any further, your transmission can become
permanently damaged and you are not able to fix it with low cost. If you are not able to fix it by
yourself, there is another way to fix it. Take it to the professional mechanic where the specialist
will help you to identify the problem and fix it for you. Knowing the issues, now you understand
why manual transmission hard to shift. So, next time whenever you encounter such symptoms
consult the nearest service station to maintain the vehicle. Here are other maintenance tips you

should read to better understand your car problem and fix it when needed. Comment below
your thoughts, we will be back to discuss together. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger
of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that
experience to good use in his sharing posts. The Pros and Cons of Biodiesel Energy. I have
those grind symptoms on my Honda but dealers wont take it to repair saying its normal. Thank
you, really helps out. But one question? I have a big problem with me going from 1st to 2nd, it
will not go into second gear, I have to go from 1st to 3rd.. Can you help? Than change your
gearbox oil but only with original manufacturer gear oil. Great article! What about a new car
Honda Jazz? The first gear became hard to shift randomly only after a few weeks of driving. The
dealers replaced the gearbox oil. It is a little better, but still it sometimes gets frustrating
fighting with the first gear when the traffic light turns greenâ€¦. Leave A Reply Cancel Reply.
Login with Google. Likes Followers Followers. Import used cars directly from Japan.
Maintenance Tips. By Tsukasa Azuma Last updated Feb 18, Manual Transmission Hard to Shift.
Tsukasa Azuma. You might also like More from author. Prev Next. Aliz says 2 years ago. Ruth
says 2 years ago. Thank you so much for the informative article on sticky manual shifting.
Towett says 2 years ago. Thanks I appreciate the information on the sticky manual issue. Hello,
thank youâ€¦Very helpful and informativeâ€¦. Madis says 2 years ago. Kyel says 2 years ago.
Miodrag says 2 years ago. Eva says 2 years ago. Leave A Reply. CFJ Kenya. CFJ Mozambique.
CFJ Malawi. CFJ Tanzania. Iwamotocho F, Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan About Us Corporate
Overview. Why Choose Us. Voice of Client. Bank Accounts. Others How to buy. Glossary of
Terms. Shipping Schedule. Recommend me a Car. Our Certificates. Privacy Policy. Condition of
Use. Sign in. Car Review. Welcome, Login to your account. Forget password? Remember me.
Sign in Recover your password. A password will be e-mailed to you. Ford Ranger owners have
reported 21 problems related to manual transmission under the power train category. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of Ford Ranger based on all problems reported for the Ranger. The contact owns a
Ford Ranger. The contact stated that one minute after starting, the vehicle failed to shift into
gear and the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer, however the manufacturer
was notified. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was , and the current mileage
was , See all problems of the Ford Ranger. Vehicle experienced problems with the brakes. There
was moisture building up on the brakes, causing the vehicle to make a loud" boom when trying
to move forward. Owner contacted the dealer, and the manufacturer who is telling the owner
that there was nothing to be concerned about. When the consumer released the parking brake
and engaged the clutch he had to accelerate as much as rpm's to make the vehicle move
forward or backwards. I was driving down the road and came up to a light. When the light turned
green I tried to put the truck into gear but was unable to do so. I had the car brought to a
mechanic and was told that the clutch, slave cylinder, and fly wheel needed to be replaced
because a pump had failed and allowed fluid to penetrate all three. The truck only has 48, miles
on it. I never in my life had to replace a clutch with only miles. Manual transmission is extremely
difficult to shift into first gear when stopped at a red light. If the vehicle is in motion, or slightly
moving, it works fine. Vehicle is drifting both forward and backward when put into gear, and
when vehicle is turned off. Also, braking system fails to engage under wet conditions, resulting
in extended stopping distance. Then, brake system would not disengage after start up of vehicle
, resulting in a noise that comes from rear end of vehicle. Dealer states drifting does not occur
when parking brake is used, for a manual vehicle dealer states this is normal. Brakes have
locked up and have failed to release, on one occasion the consumer heard a loud dull clunk
sound in the rear axle area and vehicle moved after that. Consumer states vehicle moved back
quickly in fast short spurts and then gave way rolling quickly backward, after that is stalled and
was difficult to restart. Problem1: loud, obnoxious squawking sound from clutch area every
time I engage into first gear, and sometimes when downshifting at slow speeds. Ford has
known about this problem since but still has not done anything to resolve it. Problem2: my rear
anti-lock brakes always lock up whenever it has rained or snowed. I have to slam them about 10
times to get them to stop locking up. This is very dangerous, and my dealership will not try to
fix the problem because they say this is normal. I disagree because this has never happened to
me on any other vehical with anti-lock breaks. The gear shift cable was melted because of its
proximity to the exhaust system, according to the repair shop. I have the part which clearly
shows heat caused the failure. I called Ford customer service and my dealer service
department. I was told it was a "freak" occurance and not to worry ablut it. The vehicle hesitated
for seconds before accelerating when the gas pedal was depressed. The vehicle has been taken
numerous times to dealership for this problem, but the dealership was unable to determine the
cause of the problem. Therefore, no solution was provided. My '97 Ford Ranger standard
transmission exhibits high idle conditions while shifting between gears. My dealer was never

able to fix the problem since I bought the vehicle new. My vehicle is no longer under bumper to
bumper and emissions warranty but I have saved receipts of their attempts to fix the problem
during time vehicle was warranted back in I recently discovered that the Ford motor company
has found the exact same high idle problem with their to model Rangers and they issued a
technical service bulletin tsb When I called my dealer to inquire and ask them to include my '97
Ranger in the bulletin, they were evasive and wouldn't help. I would like to know what my
options are. Any help greatly appreciated. Thank you. For your info, the technical service
bulletin can be found at case sensitive, please type exactly v8sho. It causes rmps to increase to
Please provide further details. While driving the vehicle has high engine rpm between to Not
safe to drive on icy road conditons. Consumer concerned about long term wear and tear on
clutch, transmission and rear axle. Dealership is aware of problem. Standard transmission
model is parked on a slight grade the vehicle will roll, neither the transmission nor the engine
will hold the vehicle. While the key is out of the ignition, the defective manual transmission
malfunctioned, the vehicle rolled away which almost caused an accident. When trying to pass
other cars or when going into passing gear transmission goes into netural, you have to take
foot of gas padel and step on gas pedal and the truck goes back into gear. Transmission has
been replaced and dealer will not make any more repairs. Manual 5-spd transmission loses
power when accelerating, especially during hot weather and slightly more so on hilly areas. The
transmission is beginning to fail although it has been properly maintained. When pulling up to a
stop truck rattles with an awkward sound. Dealership has made several attempts to correct, but
with no success. Ford has sent out a TSB on this, but even that has not corrected the problem.
A factory representative spoke with the owner and basically told him that the truck was like that.
The engine is 3. Please describe details. When the vehicle is parked in 1st gear and on an
incline the truck jumps into nuetral and rolls. Car Problems. Manual Transmission problem of
the Ford Ranger 1. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Ranger 2. Manual Transmission
problem of the Ford Ranger 3. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Ranger 4. Manual
Transmission problem of the Ford Ranger 5. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Ranger
6. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Ranger 7. Manual Transmission problem of the
Ford Ranger 8. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Ranger 9. Manual Transmission
problem of the Ford Ranger Automatic Transmission problems. Power Train problems.
Driveshaft problems. Clutch problems. Differential Unit problems. Transmission Failure
problems. Axle Assembly problems. Overdrive Light On problems. Hey Guys, I just picked up a
Ford Ranger with about , miles. It has a problem with the trans, the symptoms are as follows: Reverse has a second delay in engageing - when going forword the shifts are delayed, and very
harsh. Any ideas on what it can be?? How can I fix it?? PS this is a 2wd truck with a 3. PPS I
have only dirven it around the block a few times, so no speeds above mphâ€¦ Thanks as always
guys. Hey gs, been a long timeâ€¦ Still here. Well, to know for sure we need to know what the
pressures are. The delay in reverse, does this only happen when cold or after a long time sitting
or is it every time you select reverse?? Have you had the computer scanned?? You might want
to go and drop the pan and see if there are any surprises in it. I have been around but just have
not had much time to post. Been very busy at work, and my home life has been crazy. Had a
little girl and she just turned one, that has taken most of my free time. The delay in reverse
happens every time, as does the harsh delayed shift. Honestly I think it got worse in two weeks
of sitting in my driveway. The fluid level is spot on. I don? Do you think this theory holds
water?? If so is that something that can be replaced in my driveway? Do you think it pays to
change out the fluid in the pan, and see if that helps any? Also consider that the transmission
could have been abused by the previous owner who then changed the fluid in a forlorn hope
that fresh fluid would cure the problem. This could very well explain the clean fluid and no burnt
smell to it. Two could be a freshly scrubbed and clean pan, which may verify that someone
cleaned the previously mentioned junk out of the pan before throwing in the towel. Ford fluid is
not that expensive. You should be able to get Mercon at Wal Mart pretty cheaply. The advice
given has been good but I know a complete transmission overhaul is in order. Power braking
the truck is only going to make the granade with the pin pulled explode quicker. Take it to a
tranny shop with a good national warranty. Good luck. The reverse delay could be several
things from a leaky piston seal to a sticky or leaking PR valve in the pump. Well, possible, more
than likely leaking rather than a broken spring. If you see excessive debris, button it back up
and refill it with the fluid you drained out in the clean container and drive it till it gets worse.
Iwould still be curious to see what a scanner says. Have you checked for codes yet??
Today,"any use car from a lot that just sell use cars that have just BOB name on the car lot is
troubleing! First of all they do not chcek the cars threw the state law! But your car or trucks
from big dealers as of FORD dealer,and on. You are better off! That my Reply! As a Ford owner I
have to disagree with that tired old cliche. On the original engine I might add. One of my current

Fords has about a k trouble free miles and I just got back from an out of state vacation tonight
in my 94 Lincoln Mark that has just a shade under k miles on it. Nothing wrong with GM either
except in the minds of those who do not own them. Drive them right, maintain them correctly
seldom the case though , and the car will take car of its owner. Seriously though, your advice to
a guy with a potentially fixable transmission problem is that Fords are great, Chevys suck, and
you think cars with 2 million miles or more likely , are worthless? Hey Transman, I have been
around but just have not had much time to post. Hey gs, I know, little girls are very demanding.
My daughter is turning two next month and she just cries her eyes out every time I leave the
house to go to work and she takes up all my time when I am at home, definately a daddys girl. A
vehicle with a manual transmission means you have to manually change gears by shifting the
transmission. Although this can offer a fun and rewarding experience for the driver and require
less maintenance for the vehicle, there are situations that could arise where your manual
transmission shifting becomes more difficult. Once that happens, the vehicle will might as well
be undrivable. You will have to get it towed to the nearest auto mechanic or dealership to have
the transmission checked out. Hard shifting with manual transmission usually has to do with a
problem in the gear system or with the clutch. Either one of the parts of the gear system is
damaged or it is just completely worn out from too much use. The clutch system is comprised
of a variety of components. There is the clutch master cylinder , the clutch cover, the release
cylinder, the release fork, and the release bearing. If any one of these components is damaged,
particularly the release cylinder or the clutch master cylinder, then you will have difficulty
shifting gears. There are lots of gears in a manual transmission system. There is 1st gear, 2nd
gear, 3rd gear, 4th gear, 5th gear, reverse gear, and sometimes a 6th gear. There is also a hub
gear which goes between 1st gear and 2nd gear, and then 3rd gear and 4th. When the hub gear
bridges between the main gears, the hub sleeve or synchronizer hub is what actually engages
these gears. It can move either right or left, depending on where the gear has shifted. This will
cause shifting difficulties and other problems. The synchronizer ring has a lot of small teeth
which allow the hub sleeve to easily engage it, so it can go into one of the main gears. As a
result, you will have shifting issues. It is important to flush and change your transmission fluid
or gear oil every once in a while. Low transmission fluid is not something to be ignored. This
will not only make it harder for you to shift gears, but your transmission will get damaged as a
result. Furthermore, you will hear lots of strange noises coming from it too. Where the
transmission is concerned, nothing is going to be an easy or affordable fix. If you have low
transmission fluid or gear oil, then that will be the most affordable problem to fix. But if there is
a leak, then you will have to seal the hole or replace the fluid lines. This will still be more
affordable than having to repair or replace the entire transmission. One thing is for sure though,
if you wait too long to fix whatever is causing the shifting problems, then your transmission can
become permanently damaged. Get your vehicle to the nearest mechanic as soon as you
experience shifting problems. This is especially true in the winter time with colder temperatures.
I have trouble every once in a while getting from 1st to 2ndâ€¦. Like something is blocking the
stick. This is the exact reason I came to this page. My 2nd gear is doing the same thing. Taking
it in to be checked tomorrow. I do have a feeling it is some thing with the transmission fluid
though. My truck is grinding a lot and getting harder to shift into reverse. What could this be
and is it affordable? Grinding noises are not cheap noises. Check to make sure the
transmission has enough gear oil. Hard two get into first gear clutch seems fine and shifts thu
ok linkages all move freely. Going to drain oil tomorrow and re top up Toyota starlet 98 model. I
just bought a Citroen DS4 and I sometimes have trouble shifting from 4th to 3rd. Nothing too
much, just a little point in the very begining from 4th to 3rd where I have to push the stick
slightly stronger would expected it to be a little smoother. What could this be? Worn motor
mounts are soft and can make it hard to shift because the transmission will twist a bit when you
come off the throttle to shift, making you miss the gate. My light truck has a problem with gear
3, shows that it has shifted but it odes not power the vehicle. No grinding, but my manual VW
Jetta is becoming increasingly hard to shift. All gears are stiff, especially reverse. At first it
seemed just like something needed greasing. But its just cables under the shifter. Any ideas?
Thank you for your help! Check to make sure you have enough clutch fluid and the system is
bled. Next, check to make sure the clutch pedal is adjusted within spec. The gear shift moves
completely all the way down but wont change gears at all. No clicking noises nothing but stays
running the whole time to. I have a toyota hilux truck and wen i start my truck up and put it in
1st gear it wont? Would you know why please TIA. Can you get it into first if you put it in to
second, then from second into first? Some vehicles are tricky to get into first unless you use
second to help sync it up. I have experienced also of hard shifting the 1st to 2nd gear position
after the transmission of our isuzu crosswind had been overhauled. I just changed my
transmission on my jetta 1. If i must change gears from 1st to 2nd, my rev count should be

below, otherwise it will not engage. I also realized afterwards that i used 80w90 and not 75w
Could the oil type be an issue? I just discovered that the transmission oil was over the limit. I
had about 5 liters and drained 1 liter and I was able change gears without difficulty. My ford
ranger has trouble shifting, mostly in lower gears. It used to smoothly click into place. The stick
can rattle a bit too, which made me wonder if it was mounts that could be the issue. It has new
fluid in it, but if anything that seemed to make it worse I used a valvoline brand to spec.
Sometimes I have a lot of trouble shifting at all, other times it is just notchy. I just overhaul my
izusu crosswind transmission. Retrace your steps through the overhaul to see if you can find
any mistakes you may have made along the way. Verify the clutch pedal is adjusted properly. A
clutch pedal adjustment is often necessary after replacing the clutch. I had this same issue in
my 94 jeep wrangler, changed out the master cylinder for my jeep it was super easy and cheap
and the problem was resolved. The first few shifts in the morning are good and than it gets hard
to engage again. Transmission is Hard to Shift early mornings, after idling for 2 to 5 minutes
everything ok. What can the problem be. Manual transmissions tend to be harder to shift when
the gear oil is cold. There could be a lot of reasons for gears not engaging, unfortunately. Check
to make sure you have sufficient gear oil and that it is the right type of oil for your vehicle. My
polo vivo , 1. It stopped taking gears last night. But this morning it took reverse then after some
hours nothing again. I have a Honda Civic. When we first drive the car, gears seem okay maybe
slightly stiff, but okay. After driving around for at least minutes, gears get really stiff, specially
in 1st and 2nd. BTW, fluid is full to max line. We plan to take it to a mechanic soon, any advice
on what to look for when they diagnose the car? The easiest thing you can do is to replace the
gear oil. I am driving Chevy cruze The gear stucked on 2nd gear. It does not move to neutral
pos. What can cause this problem? Not sure. Could be an issue with the linkage, low
transmission fluid, or something else entirely. I let a mechanic see it and he noticed that a knot
is missing under. He put a knot but still stuck in 2nd gear tho not as loose as before. I just had
someone update my gear oil and fluid oil but still car gears wont change smoothly like beforeâ€¦
what could be the problem? I have an issue with my Ford focus Gears are fine until I have been
motorway driving for about 35 mins. I find it hard to down shift when exiting the motorway.
Driving around town etc is fine so I know its not the clutch. I have changed gear oil,
transmission oil, and break and clutch fluid. It was OK for a few times but now it has gone back
to how it was. Any ideas please. Try bleeding the clutch fluid and adjusting the clutch pedal. I
had this on a 1. Simple fix â€” I drilled the pivot hole slightly larger â€” gears were smooth
again. Just a thought â€” it is quite a common fault on the Fiestas. The pivot in inside a small
casing at the front of the box where the shift goes into. My dad has a Ford-f XL,and we replaced
the synchros and had the transmission fixed it also has new oil and stuff. Any ideas on to help?
Table of Contents. Go to the mechanic, change the sincronising rings of 1st and 2nd gear.
Could be a worn second gear synchro, especially if you can get into second by double
clutching. Could be the synchros. Might want to have it looked at by a transmission shop. Going
to drain oil tomorrow and re top up Toyota starlet 98 model Reply. Detent pin on the gear
selector is worn Reply. Thanks Reply. Does it grind if you force it? If so, I would guess the
synchros are worn. My light truck has a problem with gear 3, shows that it has shifted but it
odes not power the vehicle Reply. No clicking noises nothing but stays running the whole time
to Reply. Would you know why please TIA Reply. I had this same issue in my 94 jeep wrangler,
changed out the master cylinder for my jeep it was super easy and cheap and the problem was
resolved Reply. I have a Daewoo nubira 1 cdx 2. It sounds like there may be an issue with the
shift linkage. Opel Astra CDE 1. Not sure, it would be best to have the transmission looked at by
a technician. Thanks for the comment. Facebook Pinterest Twitter. Password Forgot Password?
Join Us! Join Date: Jan Posts: 2. Manually Transmission Shifting Issues. I own a Ford Ranger
with a 3. Sometimes when I stop at a traffic light, I cannot shift to any gear. This happens about
twice a week. I have replaced the slave cylinder but this problem continues to occur. When the
truck is shut off, I have no problems shifting through all the gears. Has anyone had a similar
problem? Does anyone have a suggestion on what is causing this problem? Join Date: Oct
Posts: Re: Manually Transmission Shifting Issues. Read threw this. It might point you in the
right direction First gear hard to get into from neutral. Join Date: Dec I'm on my phone so I
didn't read through that link but I have heard that some of the aftermarket slaves don't last as
long and that its best to use the Ford part. It sucks but it might be time to do it again. Maybe you
could try bleeding it. I guess another possibility is the master cylinder but that seems more rare.
Good luck to you. Posts: 9, Join Date: Jun Posts: 6, The reason you cant shift is the clutch is
not fully dis-engaging. I would say you have air in the system yet. Its tuff to bleed out. Best
thing to do is open the bleeder and run about resivours thru it. This usually will get the air out. I
will try to bleed the system more to remove the air. It's a little frustrating because it happens so
random. It almost like trying to chase down an electrical fault. Join Date: Nov It's pretty

informative. I had exactly the same problem. Most frequently had trouble shifting into first and
reverse. Part is not too expensive, but labour is, if you can't do it yourself. I had mine changed
when I had CentreForce clutch installed, and now works perfect. Rocky Mountain Daniel. Join
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